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1. Introduction 
Let 1 -+R+F+G+ 1 be a presentation of the finite group G by the free group F 
and R the corresponding relation module. Thus I? is the free abelian group R/R’ 
made into a module for G by means of conjugation within F/R’. For any group H, 
let d(H) denote the minimum number of generators of H. Williams proved in [12] 
that if d(F)>d(G), then the isomorphism type of R as a ZG-module depends on 
d(F) alone, and not on the particular choice of presentation of G by F. He asked 
whether a similar assertion can be made in the case d(F)=d(G). Let us call a 
presentation in which d(F) = d(G) a minimal presentation, and the corresponding 
relation module a minimal relation module. Williams’ question was settled in the 
negative by Sieradski and Dyer in [7]. In Corollary 2 of [7] they produce a lower 
bound for the number of isomorphism classes of minimal relation modules which is 
valid for many groups and is often greater than one. 
In this paper we improve the work of Sieradski and Dyer in one area by giving a 
formula for the exact number of isomorphism classes of minimal relation modules 
when G is a finite abelian group. To describe this formula, let G be a finite abelian 
group and let B:Zd+G be an epimorphism from a free abelian group of rank 
d = d(G) to G. If we define 
R= {a E Aut(G) : a lifts through 0 to an automorphism of Zd), 
then Q is characteristic in Aut(G) (see Corollary 3.2). For each integer k prime to 
IGI write mk for the automorphism of G, ‘multiphcation by k’. We will use the 
symbol Ik to denote the ideal (S 1 geGg) of ZG, and provided k is prime to iGI, 1, is 
a projective module (see [8]). Now if we let S be the subset of Aut(G) consisting of 
all the mk for which Ik is free, then S is a subgroup of Aut(G). We will prove: 
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Theorem 7.5. The number of isomorphism classes of minimal relation modules of 
the finite abelian group G is IAut(G)/QSI . 
The main obstacle to evaluating the number given in Theorem 7.5 is our 
knowledge of the subgroup S which depends upon the T subgroup of the projective 
class group, Cl(ZG). The T subgroup is generated by the symbols [Ik] where k 
ranges through integers prime to ICI. Its size has been determined if G is a finitep- 
group by Taylor in [lo], so that if G is a finite abelian p-group, we can give a 
numerical value for the number of minimal relation modules. This is done in 
Theorem 5.9. 
To prove Theorem 7.5, we study the free objects in the category (G), whose 
objects are short exact sequences of groups of the form 
where M is required to be an abelian group. We will refer to such an object of (G) 
as an extension of G by M, and we will often denote it by (MI E). Morphisms in the 
category are commutative diagrams 
I I 
l-+M,-+E,-+G+l, 
and the free objects all have the form 1 +R/R’+F/R’+G+l, where l+RdF+ 
G-*1 is a presentation of G (see [3, Section 91). In Propostion 2.1 we relate the 
number of minimal relation modules for G to three other numbers which are 
defined in terms of the free objects, and it is the determination of these three 
numbers which occupies the remainder of the paper. 
In Section 3 we determine the number of isomorphism classes of minimal free 
objects of(“) when G is finite abelian. This equals the number of Nielsen classes of 
minimal presentations of G and was calculated by Dunwoody in his thesis [l]. We 
give our own approach to this calculation since it is useful in the sequel. 
In Section 4 we fix a particular relation module R and consider the collection of 
free objects of (c) which have R as their left hand module. These objects are 
classified by certain elements of M(G, R), and each of these elements must generate 
fl(G,R), a cyclic group of order ICI. However, not every generator of H2(G,R) 
need arise as the cohomology class of a free object. We describe the ones which do 
arise. 
In Sections 5, 6 and 7 we are concerned with the question of when two distinct 
elements of H2(G,R) can be the cohomology classes of isomorphic free objects of 
(c). We give two approaches to this problem, the first in Section 5. Here we work 
in the category (a) defined in [4, p. 751 and which is equivalent to (G). In some 
respects this approach is more direct than the second approach in Sections 6 and 7, 
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but we are only able to obtain complete results with it when G is a finite abelian p- 
group. The main goal is the proof of Theorem 5.9, but we single out the following 
result as being of independent interest: 
Corollary 5.3. Let G be a finite group, M any ZG-module and let k be an integer 
prime to ICI for which I, is a free module. Then if x E Ext&(g, M), x and kx are the 
classes of extensions with isomorphic middle modules. 
The second approach in Sections 6 and 7 depends on the construction of a certain 
invariant of the isomorphism type of a relation module. This construction is closely 
related to the construction of a ‘bias’ function given by Sieradski and Dyer in [7]; 
indeed, our function p to be defined at the end of Section 6 does not differ 
substantially from their bias function. We retain more information than they do in 
the early stages of our construction, and this is used in the proof of Theorem 7.5, 
the main theorem of Section 7. Theorem 7.2 is also of interest. It relates the 
cohomology classes of free objects of (G) to the presentations from which the free 
objects arise, and it does not apply only to abelian groups. 
Throughout this paper, R* will always denote the group of units of the ring R, 
and Z, will denote the ring of integers modulo n. We will use small German letters to 
denote the augmentation ideals of the corresponding integral group rings; thus g is 
the augmentation ideal of ZG. 
2. The strategy 
Let G be a finite group and let R ,, . . . , R, be a complete list of the non-isomorphic 
minimal relation modules for G. For each i we form the group H*(G, RJ, and define 
an equivalence relation on those elements of H*(G,BJ which are the cohomology 
classes of free extensions as follows: if x and r are the second cohomology classes of 
free extensions of G by R;, put x-r if and only if x and < are the classes of 
isomorphic extensions. Here isomorphism of extensions means isomorphism in (G). 
Let us assume for the moment that the size of an equivalence class under - is 
independent of the choice of both the equivalence class within H?(G, R,) and also the 
particular relation module Ri. Assume also that the number of elements of H’(G, Ri) 
which are the cohomology classes of free extensions is independent of R,. Define 
e = the size of an equivalence class under -, 
a= the total number of isomorphism classes of minimal free objects in the 
category (G), 
f = the number of elements of H*(G,R,) which are the classes of free extensions, 
r= the number of minimal relation modules for G. 
By our assumptions, e and f are well defined, and in fact these assumptions will be 
seen to be valid whenever we need to use the following proposition: 
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Proposition 2.1. Assuming that the numbers e andf are well defined, the following 
equation holds: 
e. a=f- r. 
Proof. We enumerate the set 
{(Rip X) : 1 s is r, x E H*(G, Ri) is the class of a free extension} 
in two ways: it is the union of the subsets 
{(Ri,x) :X is th e c ass 1 of a free extension lying in a certain 
isomorphism class of extensions}, 
and also of the subsets 
{(Ri,x) : i takes a fixed value between 1 and r}. 
There are a subsets of the first kind and each contains e elements. There are r subsets 
of the second kind, each containing f elements. 
It is clear from Proposition 2.1 that provided one knows e, a and f then one 
knows r, and we will now compute these numbers. 
3. Calculation of a 
When G is an abelian group, we may calculate a by studying Nielsen equivalence 
classes of presentations. Two presentations 
l+&+-% G-+1 (i= 1.2) 
of G by the same free group F are said to be Nielsen equivalent, if there is an 
automorphism a of F such that the following diagram commutes: 
I-+R,-+F ” ,G-1 
If we let a,(G) be the number of Nielsen equivalence classes of presentations of G by 
a free group of rank d, where d = d(G), then by Proposition 5.1 of [ 121 
ad(G/G’) I a I ad(G). 
If G happens to be abelian then plainly a = ad(G). Dunwoody determined a,(G) for 
abelian G in his thesis [1], but we give an alternative argument here. The following 
lemma generalizes Lemma 5.6 of [ 1 I]. 
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Lemma 3.1. Let the finite abelian group G be the directproduct of the cyclicgroups 
C ,,,, ._.,C,, with ndlnd_,l ... lnzjnl, and let w : Zd-+G be a fixed epimorphism. If 
vl,...,vd is any basis for G. i.e. G=(vl)@...@(vd) and I(V;)l=n;, then there 
exists a basis x ,, . . . ,xd for Zd with the property 
Xiyl = Vi 1 lis(d- l), 
xdv/ = qvd for SOm? q E z with (4, nd) = 1. 
Proof. Suppose elements x,, . . . , x,+ have been chosen in Zd such that k< (d- I), 
Xiv= vi (1 I irk), and the Xi are free generators of a pure subgroup of Zd (i.e. one 
such that the quotient is torsion free). Choose an element WE Zd such that 
WV = wk+ t. Let P be the pure subgroup of Zd generated by xl, . . . ,xk, w. Now P is a 
summand of Zd of rank k+ 1, so Zd=P@Q where Q#O; and since Pw= 
(v 1, **. , vk+ ,> + G, we can find an element to of a basis for Q such that 
zOW~(vt,...tvk+t). Write 
(additive notation for G), and set zI =ze- C,“=t AiXi. Then 
and Since nk + 1 Vj =Ofork+lljz5d, wehavenk+t(tty/)=O. Letxk+t=w+nk+tzt. 
NOWXk+,W= wty + nk+ l(zlw) = Vk+ I, and it is clear that the elementsxt, .. . ,xk+, are 
independent and are free generators of a free subgroup R of Zd. 
We need to show that R is pure, and to do this we show that R/(RnpZd) has 
dimension k + 1 over Z/pZ for each prime p. Observe that 
R=(xt,,..,xk+,)=(x I,.. .,xk,W+nk+,Ze). 
If pink+, then since xl, . . . , xkr w are independent modulo RnpZ’, we know that 
x1 ,..., xk, w+nk+lzoare also. On the other hand, ifp+nk+t and 
j, ~iXif~k+I(W+nk+IZO)EpZd 
is some relationship with integers pi, then 
pk+ Ink+lZO’- f, ~&i-~k+ Iw (mod PZd19 
and since z. is part of a basis for Q we must have p Jp k+,. Then Cik,r~,xj~pZd, but 
since (x,, . . . , xk) is pure, we have pIpi for all i. Thus in all cases dim R/RnpZd= 
k+ 1 and R is pure. 
Finally, we suppose that xl, . . . ,xd._ I have been chosen in an appropriate manner 
and choose xd. Choose an element z E Zd such that xl, . . . ,xd_ ,, z is a basis. Then we 
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maywritezly=a,v,+~~~ + ud_ 1 vd-, + qvd, and dearly (q, nd) = 1. Making the choice 
Xd=t-((O,Xt+“* + ad_ txd- ,) satisfies all the conditions of the lemma. 
With the notation of the last lemma, let us write 
52 = (a E Aut(G) : a extends through ~JI to an automorphism of Zd}. 
Note that in Lemma 3.1 and the following Corollary we do not exclude the 
possibility that nd= 1. 
Corollary 3.2. (i) 52= ker@), where Q is the following composite homomorphism: 
Aut(G)+Aut(G/G”d) a Z* nd-+Z;/{f 1). 
(ii) 52 is independent of the particular epimorphism ye used in its definition. 
(iii) I2 char Aut(G). 
(3 IAut(G)/QI = 
ifnd# 1 or 2, 
if nd= 1 or 2, 
where Q, is Euler’s function. 
Proof. (i) For any aE f2 the extension of a to Zd has determinant +l, and so the 
image of a under .Q is trivial. Conversely, we will show that if p E ker(g), then DE R. 
Choose a basis x ,,...,~~ofZ~withthepropertythatx~~,...,~~~isabasisofG, and 
write v;=x;y/ for 1 Sild. Now v,/?, . . . , vdfl is another basis of G, so by Lemma 3.1 
there is a basis y I,... ,yd for Zdsuch that (_~&=(Vi)fl for 1 Sild- 1, and (y&W= 
q. (vd)p for some qE Z with (q, nd) = 1. By considering determinants we see that 
q= +l (mod nd), and so replacing yd by -yd if necessary we may assume that 
(y& = (vd)p. Thus the automorphism of Zd specified by xi -yj, 1 I is d lifts p, and 
/3EQ. 
Parts (ii), (iii) and (iv) are immediate from (i). 
Corollary 3.3. Let G be a finite abelian group and let n be the h.c.f. of its invariant 
factors. The number of Nielsen equivalence classes of minimal presentations of G is 
fp(n)/2 ifn+2, 
I 1 if n=2. 
Proof. Let 0 : F+G be a fixed epimorphism, where F is free of rank d. If w : F+G 
is any epimorphism, then because G is a finite abelian group there are elements 
a E Aut(F) and y E Aut(G) such that 
8 
F-G 
+ + 
F-‘-G 
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commutes. The presentation given by w is Nielsen equivalent to the presentation 
given by 0~. It follows that the set of epimorphisms {By : y E Am(G)} contains a set 
of representatives of the Nielsen classes of presentations of rank d. Two epi- 
morphisms By,, 8y2 give presentations which are Nielsen equivalent if and only if 
there is a commutative diagram 
This happens if and only if there is a commutative diagram 
where 8’ is induced by 8, i.e. if and only if yI y;’ E R in the notation used previously. 
It follows that the Nielsen classes biject with the cosets Aut(G)/Q, and their number 
is given in the last corollary. 
4. Calculation off 
We calculate f by translating a problem about group extensions into a problem 
concerning module extensions. On p. 75 of [4] Gruenberg defines functors 
@ : (G)+(8) and Y: (9)+(o) 
which give an equivalence of these categories. These functors preserve cohomology 
classes in a sense we now describe. Since H2(G,M) = Extio(g,M) for any ZG- 
module h4, an element of this group can be regarded as classifying either a group 
extension of G by M or a module extension of g by M. If d is an object of (o) with 
cohomology class x, say, then @(a) also has class x, and similarly with the functor 
Y. 
If (R 1 F) is a free object of (o). then @(R 1 P) is always a free object of (B) (see [4]). 
In general, the corresponding assertion for Y does not hold, but when G is abelian, 
one has: 
Theorem 4.1 (McIsaac, [6]). Let G be a finite abelian group and let (MI E) be a free 
object of(e). Then !P(MI E) is a free object of(G). 
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McIsaac’s result implies that when G is a finite abelian group and R a relation 
module, the elements of N2(G, R) which classify free group extensions are precisely 
the elements which classify free module extensions. Thus to computefin this case it 
suffices to look at free module extensions of g. 
In the introduction we defined I, to be the ideal (k, C se og) of ZG where k is any 
integer prime to IGI. The assignment k- [I,] gives a homomorphism Zk, -Cl(ZG) 
where Cl(ZG) denotes the projective class group of ZG (see [8]). The image of this 
homomorphism is denoted by T. Part (i) of the next theorem is familiar from [3]. 
We prove it here since it follows with little extra effort from the arguments needed 
to prove part (ii). The proof we give of part (ii) can be found in essence in McIsaac’s 
thesis [6], but the result is also connected with Corollary 2.7 in [2). 
Theorem 4.2. Let G be a finite group and let A h P++ g be a given projective object 
of (8). 
(i) The elements of Ext&(g, A) which are the classes of projective objects in (j) 
are precisely the elements which generate Extio(g, A) as a group. 
(ii) Let the given projective object have class x E Ext$o(g, A), and let k be an 
integer prime to IGI. We may write Pn ZG*@ I where I is a projective right ideal of 
ZG. 
(a) If G is noncyclic, then kx is the class of an extension 
A~ZGS-‘@Z&lI+g. 
(b) If G is cyclic, then kx is the class of another extension of the form A >-* P-g. 
Proof. (i) Recall that Ext&(g,A) is a cyclic group of order IG] (see [3]). Firstly 
suppose < is the class of the projective extension AHQ+g, and let q E Ext&(g,A) 
be an element which generates ExtLo(g,A). Suppose q is the class of the extension 
A+M*g. Since Q is necessarily a projective module, we may fill in the dotted 
arrows to make the following diagram commute: 
O+A+ Q-g-O 
O-+A-*M-,g+O. 
Now 8 induces a homomorphism 8* : Extio(g, A)-Ext&(g, A) under which <O* = q. 
Since q generates Extko(g, A), it follows that r does also. 
It remains to show that all generators of Ext&(g,A) are the classes of projective 
objects. Let now x be the class of the projective extension A-Peg given in the 
statement of the theorem and suppose kx also generates Extio(g, A), that is, k is an 
integer prime to ]G]. Let kx be the class of the extension A-M-g. We will 
establish the existence of short exact sequences 
O-+M-+P+Zkg-+O (1) 
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(2) O+Ik-+ZG+Zkg+O 
where Zkg = gOzZk. 
We obtain (1) as follows: M is the pushout to 
A-P 
k I 
A 
so we may identify A4 with k. P + A 5 P. This gives an exact sequence 
and 
O+M+P-rP/(A + kP)-+O 
P/(A + kP) = (P/A)/((A + kP)/A) = (P/A)/k(P/A) 3 Q/kg z ZkQ. 
This gives (1). For (2) we have ZG/I,= ZG/(k - ZG + (N)) z ZkG/(N,) where 
N=CgeGg and Nk is the image of N in ZkG. Since k is prime to IG(, ZkGs 
(Nk)@Zkg so ZG/Ik2 Zkg and this gives (2). 
Applying Schanuel’s lemma to (1) and (2) we obtain 
M@ZGrP@I,, (3) 
and since Ik and P are projective it follows that M is also. 
(ii) Substituting P2ZGS@Iinto (3) we have M@ZGsZG”@/A.@I. 
Case (a): If G is noncyclic then SL 1 (see [4)) and we may cancel a ZG summand 
by Swan’s cancellation theorem, to deduce MS ZGS- ’ @Ik @ I. 
Case (b): If G is cyclic then I,_ =ZG always (see [8]), so our equation becomes 
MO ZG a ZGS+ I@I. We may cancel to deduce M= ZGS@ I= P. 
Corollary 4.3. Let R be a relation module for the finite group G, and suppose that 
x E Exth& i?) is the class of a free extension. 
(i) If k is any integer prime to /GJ, then kx is the class of a free extension if and 
on/y if [Ik] = 0 E CI(ZG). 
(ii) The number of elements of Ext&.&, R) which are the classes of free extensions 
is @(IGJ)/J 7J, where @ is Euler’s function. 
Proof. If R arises from a presentation of rank d, then x is the class of an extension 
R++ZGd+ g, and we take this to be the fixed projective extension in Theorem 4.2. 
(i) If G is cyclic, then by Theorem 4.2 kx is always the class of a free extension if k 
is prime to IG/. Also in this case I, is always free so [Ik] = 0. If G is noncyclic then by 
4.2(ii)(a) kx is the class of a free extension if and only if ZGd- ’ @lk is free, and since 
dz 2 this happens if and only if [IJ = 0. 
(ii) By part (i) the classes of free extensions biject with the kernel of the homomor- 
phism ZTG’ -Cl(ZG). Since the image of this homomorphism is the T subgroup of 
CI(ZG), the size of the kernel is @(/G1)// ?J. 
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We have reduced the question of determiningfto that of determining lIJ1, and this 
has been done when G is a finite p-group. We can state: 
Corollary 4.4. Let G be a finite abelian p-group where p is a prime. 
(i) f = @(IGI) if G is cyclic, 
(ii) f =p - 1 if G is noncyclic and p f 2, 
(iii) f = 2 if G is noncyclic and p = 2. 
Proof. Theorems 2 and 3 of (lo] imply that if G is a noncyclic finite abelianp-group, 
thenI~=~G1/4orJGl/paccordingaspisorisnot2.IfGiscyclicthenl~=lby[8]. 
The result now follows from Corollary 4.3 and the remarks following Theorem 4.1. 
5. Finite abelian p-groups 
The first result of this section has been discovered by several people. 
Lemma 5.1. Let G be a finite group and g its augmentation ideal. Then EndZG(g) a 
ZG/(N) as rings, where N = C B E Gg E ZG. 
Proof. The augmentation sequence g++ZG +Z gives rise to the exact sequence 
O+Homzc(Z, ZG)*Homzc(ZG, ZG)+HomzG(g, ZG)-ExtiG(Z, ZG) 
and since G is finite, Ext&(Z, ZG) = 0. Also, we have an exact sequence 
and here Hom,,(g, Z) z Hom,,(g/g?, Z) = 0. This gives an isomorphism 
HomZG(g, ZG) 3 Endzc(g), and substituting this into the first long exact sequence it 
is apparent that the resulting map EndZc(ZG)-+EndZc(g) is a ring homomorphism 
with kernel HomZc(Z, ZG). Under the isomorphism ZG z EndZc(ZG), 
Hom,,(Z,ZG) is identified with (IV). So we have in effect a ring epimorphism 
ZG-+End(g) with kernel (N). This completes the proof. 
Remark. It is easy to give an explicit isomorphism of EndZc(g) lvith ZG/(N): the 
assignment 
g-left multiplication of g by g-’ 
gives a group homomorphism G+EndZ&)*, and this extends by linearity to a ring 
homomorphism ZG-*EndZG(g). The kernel of this homomorphism is (N). 
Whenever M is a ZG-module and CI is an endomorphism of g, there is an induced 
homomorphism CX* : Ext’&(g,M)+Ext’&(g,M). In the particular case when n = 1 
and M=k? is a relation module, Ext&(g,R) is a cyclic group and a* must be an 
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endomorphism of the form ‘multiplication by m’ for some FEZ. We now show 
that rz* also has this form for arbitrary n and h4, and determine the number m. 
The augmentation map E : ZGdZ induces a homomorphism E : ZG/(N)+ZIGl. 
On identifying EndzG(g) with ZG/(N) via the isomorphism in the remark after 
Lemma 5.1 we have a homomorphism E : Endzc(g)‘Zioi. 
Lemma 5.2. Let M be any ZG-module, let a E EndZc(g) and let n be any positive 
integer. Then the action of a* on Ext&(g,M) is multiplication by (a)EE Z/o!. 
Proof. It suffices to prove the result when a has the form ‘left multiplication by 
g-t’ for some g E G, since by 5.1 such endomorphisms pan End&g) over Z. When 
a has this form, we can embed it in a commutative diagram as follows: 
O-+g’ZG+Z-+O 
II I I ! I 
O-+g*ZG+Z-+O. 
The middle vertical arrow in this diagram is also ‘left multiplication by g-t ‘, and the 
endomorphism of Z which it induces is the identity. We now form a long exact 
sequence in the first variable, the appropriate section of which is the following: 
0=Extl,(ZG,M)-Ext~,(g,M)-,Ext;d’(Z,M)-Ext~d’(ZG,~)=o 
I I 
The middle horizontal arrows are isomorphisms, so a* acts on Ext’&g,M) as the 
identity, which is the assertion of the lemma. 
In the next result, note that if, for example, ZG satisfies Eichler’s condition, the 
requirement hat 1, is a free module is equivalent o the condition that k belongs to 
the kernel of the homomorphism Zb +CI(ZG). In view of the results of [lo] we 
know a great deal about this kernel. 
Corollary 5.3. Let G be a finite group, M any ZG-module and let k be an integer 
prime to /G/for which Ik is a free module. Then ifx E Exti,(g, M), x and kx are the 
classes of extensions with isomorphic middle modules. 
Proof. Since 1, is free, there exists aoAut&g) with (a)E= k (see [8]). By Lemma 
5.2 we have kx =xa*, and if x is the class of the extension M>-Ed g, then 
~a* is the class of the extension 
-I 
M>-EA a 
(c.f. [S, p. 871). Plainly these two extensions have isomorphic middle modules. 
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Corollary 5.4. Let l? be a relation module for the finite group G, and let - be the 
equivalence relation on Ext&(g,R) “x - < if and only if x and < are the classes of 
extensions with isomorphic middle modules”. Suppose that ZG satisfies Eichler’s 
condition. Then the orbits of Aut=o(g) on the set of generators of Ext&(g, R) are 
precisely the equivalence classes under - . In particular, the elements of Ext>o(g. R) 
which are the classes of free extensions form a single orbit. 
Proof. By the proof of Corollary 5.3, each --equivalence class if a union of Aut(g)- 
orbits. On the other hand, suppose 5 and k< both generate Ext$o(g,R) and lie in the 
same --equivalence class. If r is the class of an extension whose middle module is 
ZGS@I, then by Theorem 4.2(ii) kr has middle module ZGS- * @Ik@Z (G non- 
cyclic) or ZGs@l (G cyclic). In either case we deduce that [IkJ = 0 E Cl(ZG), so by 
Jacobinski’s cancellation theorem f, is free, and by [8] there exists a E Aut&g) such 
that (a)~= k. Then k< = <a*, and k< lies in the same Autzo(g)-orbit as <. 
Corollary 5.4 gives us a new description of the free extensions of g by R: if 
R~ZGd--_W--H g 
is one such free extension, then the others are precisely the extensions of the form 
R>-*ZGd.=!++ g 
where (Y runs through Aut,(g). We will use this to decide when two free extensions 
are isomorphic in the case when G is a finite abelian p-group. 
Lemma 5.5. Let G be a finite abelian group and XE ZG. Then x is a unit of ZG if 
and only if 
(i) x+ (IV) is a unit of ZG/(N), and 
(ii) (x)6 is a unit of Z. 
Proof. The ‘only if’ part is trivial. For the converse, suppose x satisfies conditions 
(i) and (ii), and let m, denote the map ‘multiplication by x’. Condition (ii) says that 
m,V gives an automorphism of ZG/g, and condition (i) says that m, is an auto- 
morphism of g. It follows that m, is an automorphism of ZG, and that is the same as 
saying that x is a unit of ZG. 
Lemma 5.6. Let 17 be a minimal relation module for the finite abelian group G and 
let x E Ext.$d(g, R) be the class of the free extension 
R++ZGd’o) ‘I 9. 
Suppose also that qx is the class of a free extension, q E Z. 
(i) If x and qx are the classes of isomorphic extensions, then qdtG)= f 1 (mod n), 
where n is the h.c.f. of the invariant factors of G. 
(ii) If qdfG)= + 1 (mod ICI), then x and qx are the classes of isomorphic extensions. 
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Proof. Since both x and 4% are free, there is an element a E End&)* such that 
(a)&= 4 (mod ICI), and then 4% is the class of the extension 
Rj-,ZG”o) fi g. 
(i) We are given the following isomorphism of extensions: 
o+R+ZG“(o) ‘I a--Q 
Taking fixed quotients gives a commutative square 
(ZG/g)d’G’ a a/i? 
and taking this modulo n yields a square 
(Z/nZ)“G) 2 (Z/nZ)@’ 
,z,j,dW Ia’ ‘1G (Z/nZ)d@‘. 
All of the arrows here are now isomorphisms, and in fact dG is the map ‘multipli- 
cation by (a)~‘. Note that det(Bo) = k 1 since Bo is induced by Bo E GL(d(G), Z). We 
have qdCG)= det &o = det go = sf: 1, this equation holding in Z/nZ. 
(ii) On the assumption that q d(G)=*l (mod /Cl), we show that the extensions 
Rj+ZGd(o) 2 g and R+ZGd(G)a g 
are isomorphic. We know that a -I acts on Q as multiplication by I., for some 
1 E ZG. Let d= d(G) and let A0 = diag((il)e, .. . , (A)&) E hfd&). Since det A0 = + 1 
(mod ICI), we can find a matrix BoMd,d(Z) so that A, =Ao+ IGJ - B is invertible (see 
[9, Lemma 4.231). If we put A = diag(& . . . . A) + N. BE kfd,d(ZG)r then A defines an 
endomorphism of ZGd with respect o the standard basis e,, . . . . ed, and I claim that 
the following diagram commutes: 
o-+&+ZGd& *-PO 
A I I I (4) 
1 
O+i?-+ZGd A 
1 
g+o. 
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This is so, since 
=(eJf/o-‘, 1 lild, 
where B = (b,,), using the facts that N annihilates g and G is abelian. 
Finally, we show that A is an invertible matrix. We are working over a 
commutative ring, and we will show that detA is a unit of ZG. We readily verify 
that 
(a) det A +(N) = Ad+ (ZV) is a unit of ZG/(N), 
(b) (detA)s= det(diag((l).s, . . . , (A)&) + (A’)&. B) = det(Ae+ IG\. B) is a unit of Z. 
It follows by Lemma 5.5 that detA is a unit, and so (4) is indeed an isomorphism of 
extensions. 
Lemma 5.7. Let R be a relation module for the finite abelian p-group G and let 
x, qx E Ext>&, R) be the classes of free extensions. Then qd@)= f 1 (mod 1 G1) if and 
only if qdcG)= -c 1 (mod n), where n is the h.c.f. of the invariant factors of G. 
Proof. Note that the lemma is trivial if G is cyclic. If we let 
K = ker(Z;, -CI(ZG)) 
then since x and qx are both free classes, we know from Corollary 4.3 that the 
congruence class of q (mod ICI) belongs to K. If G is not cyclic then by Corollary 4.4 
IKI=f=p-1 ifp#2, IKI=2 ifp=2, so that ifp=2 the result is clear. Whenp is 
odd, the ring homomorphism ZIGi +Z, restricts to a monomorphism on K. This 
implies that if qd(G)= + 1 (mod n), then qdcG)= f 1 (mod /GI). 
The converse implication that qdcG)= + 1 (mod [Cl) implies qdfG)= k 1 (mod n) is 
trivial. 
Corollary 5.8. In the notation of Lemma 5.6, if G is a finite abelian p-group, then x 
and qx are the classes of isomorphic extensions if and only if qdcG)= +- 1 (mod ICI). 
Proof. Lemmas 5.6 and 5.7. 
We are now in a position to calculate the number e defined in Section 2, and this 
gives the main theorem of this section. 
Theorem 5.9. Let G be a noncyclic finite abelian p-group, and let pa be the h.c.f. of 
the invariant factors of G. Let r be the number of isomorphism classes of minimal 
relation modules for G. 
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(i) 1’fp=2 fhen r=pae2 (ar2). or r= 1 (a= 1). 
(ii) if p is odd, then 
r= (d(G),p- l).pR-’ if (p - l)/(d(G),p - 1) is even, 
(d(G),p- 1).pa-‘/2 if@- l)/(d(G),p- 1) is odd. 
Remark. If G is a cyclic group and R is any minimal relation module, then R = 2, so 
that in this case r= 1. 
Proof. If we let K= ker(Z~!+Cl(ZG)) as in the proof of Lemma 5.7, then 
Corollary 5.8 tells us that e=j{xEK:Y’=fl}), where d=d(G). If p=2 then 
[Kl =f = 2 by Corollary 4.4. In this case, if x E ExtLo(g, R) is the class of a free 
extension, then so is -x and it follows that K= {f l}, so e=2. If p# 2 then 
IKI =f =p - 1. Since Z*, is cyclic, -1 is its only involution, and it follows that 
e=2(d,p- 1) if (p- l)/(d,p- 1) is even, e=(d,p- 1) if @- l)/(d,p- I) is odd. 
Finally, we substitute the values for a and f obtained in Corollaries 3.3 and 4.4 
into the equation e. a =f. r to obtain r. 
6. Assigning invariants to relation modules 
In this section we describe a construction which has been developed from a similar 
construction given by Sieradski and Dyer in [7]. Like them, we work in a more 
general context than that of relation modules, and we consider syzygy modules of Z 
in a given dimension and of a given rank. The final goal of this section is the con- 
struction of a function p which assigns to each isomorphism class of such modules 
an element of a certain group. As was mentioned in the introduction, this function 
does not differ in important respects from the ‘bias’ function of Sieradski and Dyer. 
The difference between their approach and ours lies in the early stages of the 
construction where we retain more information, and also in the fact that we do not 
require the group G to satisfy any special hypotheses for the construction to work. 
The structure of this section is as follows: we first give some definitions and 
technical lemmas. After Lemma 6.2 we give a very brief description of our 
construction without proofs, and this is followed by a more forma1 account. 
For any ZG-module M, let v denote the ZG-endomorphism ‘multiplication by N’, 
where N= Cgccg. We denote the fixed point and fixed quotient modules of M by 
MC and Mo respectively. In the following lemma we also wish to regard ( )G and 
( )o as functors from the category of finitely generated free ZG-resolutions of Z to 
the category of chain complexes over ZG. 
Lemma 6.1. v gives a natural isomorphism v: ( )G-+( )G. That is, if ...-‘F2+ 
F, +F, *Z-+0 is a finitely generated free resolution of Z, then v induces a natural 
isomorphism of chain complexes 
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. ..~(F2)G-‘(F.)C~(FO)G~Z~0. 
Proof. If F is a finitely generated free ZG-module, v gives a surjection v: F+FG 
whose kernel contains Fg. Since F/Fg = FG, and this has the same Z-rank as FG, v 
induces an isomorphism FG --+F G. It is clear that the above diagram commutes and 
does give a natural transformation as claimed. 
We will denote the free resolution 
by (F, K). The usual way of computing the homology groups HJG, Z) using (F, K) is 
to take the homology of the complex (Fc, KG). The above lemma shows that this is 
isomorphic to the homology of (FG, KG), so we have an isomorphism 
Hd(G, Z) 3 K:/Im(Fi+ , -+KdcX 
of which we will make use. 
Definition. The ZG-module K is a dth kernel in a free resolution for G if there 
exists an exact sequence of ZG-modules 
O-+K-+Ed -+...-+E,-+Z-+O 
in which the Ei are finitely generated free ZG-modules, 0 5 is d. Sometimes we may 
abbreviate this and say K is a dth kernel for G. 
In the following lemma we consider a relation module R appearing as the first 
kernel in a Gruenberg resolution 
+ ZGsfl --* ZG+Z*O. 
Lemma 6.2. RG= (ZGd(“)G, and hence rankz(RG) = d(F). 
Proof. Since g has no nonzero fixed points, 
(ZGd(fl)G c ker(ZGd(o +ZG) = i?. 
The result follows. 
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For the rest of this section we fix a particular resolution 
3=(P,L)=*.*+Pz -+ P, + P,-+Z-+O 
\L/\;d’ 
of Z by finitely generated free ZG-modules. When we compute cohomology groups 
of G, it will be important to know which resolution of Z has been used, and we will 
add a suffix to the notation to indicate the resolution. Thus if A4 is any ZG-module, 
we have an exact sequence 
Hom~c(P~,M)+Homzc(Ld,M)~Hd;e’(G,M)-*O. (5) 
Suppose that K appears as the dth kernel in the resolution 3= (F,K), and that 
rankz(Lf) =rank,(K:). We will let H’(G, Z) denote the homology of the fixed 
point complex (FG,KG), so we have an exact sequence 
FdC,pK:dHj(G,Z)+O. (6) 
These homology groups are isomorphic to the usual integral homology groups by 
Lemma 6.1. 
Under the fixed hypothesis that rankz(L2)=rankz(K2), we now give a brief 
description of the construction which occupies the remainder of this section. The 
first step is to construct a homomorphism of abelian groups 
f: Hd2 ‘(G, Kd)-+Endz(Hi(G, Z)). 
We may represent Ld and Kd by the diagrams 
T 
Ld Kd 
Ha%2 Z) 
Kd” 
In-&+ I 1 
0 
t1 
H&(G Z) 
1 
J 
From (5) we see that any element of Hd,f ’ (G, Kd) may be represented by some homo- 
morphism ~2 : &j-‘&j. a induces a homomorphism uG : L.2 -*Kf and hence a 
homomorphism (Y* : H&(G, Z)-+H&(G, Z). Now H&(G, Z) and H&(G, Z) are 
isomorphic groups and furthermore we can choose an isomorphism w : K$ +L: 
which induces H,‘(G,Z) % H,‘(G,Z). If we identify H&(G, Z) with H&(G, Z) 
in this way, we can regard (Y* as an element of Endz(Hdr(G, Z)) and this determines 
the desired homomorphism f. 
The group Hdz ‘(G,K,) classifies (d+ I)-fold module extensions of Z by Kd, and 
certain of these will be realizable as extensions in which all the intermediate modules 
are free. It turns out that the images of these free cohomology classes under the 
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homomorphism f are all automorphisms of Hi(G,Z), and moreover any two of 
these automorphisms differ by a scalar automorphism. Thus if we write A = 
Autz(Hd’(G,Z)) and let So be the subgroup of A consisting of scalar auto- 
morphisms, the free classes in Hd+’ ,’ (G,Kd) all give rise to a single element of A/So. 
That element is very nearly an invariant of the isomorphism type of Kd, but not 
quite. When we constructed f there was a certain amount of freedom in the choice of 
the isomorphism IV and we have to eliminate this. Define 
QO= {a E A : a extends to an automorphism 1;: -‘L.:}. 
52,, is characteristic in A By Corollary 3.2. The image of the free classes of 
Hd,' ‘(G, Kd) in A/R&, is independent of the choice of w, and is an invariant of the 
isomorphism type of Kd. 
We now give a formal account of the construction just described. Consider the 
following diagram 
AI 
Homzc(Pd, Kd) - HOmzc(Ld,Kd)~Hdy+‘(G,Kd)-*O 
HomZ(L$, K:) A Hom,(L$, Hj(G, Z)) 
in which the top row is (5), AZ is the homomorphism given by the fixed point functor 
and A3 is obtained by applying Horn@:, -) to the middle arrow in (6). We claim 
that L ,lzA:, = 0. For, any @ E HOm,#d.Kd) lifts to a homomorphism 6 as shown 
Fd 
Kd 
since Pd is projective, and applying the fixed point functor to the above diagram, we 
see that 
Pz@ c Image of F:+, in K: = ker(K2 4 Hd/(G, Z)). 
Thus (@)A ,,IzAs is the zero homomorphism. It follows that AZ lifts to the map pr in 
the next diagram: 
I-Id,’ ‘(G, Kd) 
O-,Hom(Hi(G, Z), H&(G, Z))-Horn@, H&(G, Z)) A Hom(P:+ ,, H,‘(G, Z)). 
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Here the bottom row is obtained by applying the functor Hom(-,Hi(G,Z)) to the 
sequence analogous to (4) for the resolution 9. If x E Hd+' ‘(G,Kd) is any 
cohomology class, represented by u E Homzo(Ld, Kd) say, and tl : Pd_ I “Ld 
denotes the (d+ l)th cokernel map in 8, then (X)~,~~=~f~~(U)A~~~=fl~o(u~)~~. 
Now vu lifts in the following manner: 
Fd+l- K d 
since Pd+ 1 is projective, so 
(P:, ,)qu c Image of F d” I in Kf = ker(K2 +Hdi(G, Z)) 
and thus (x)~~rl(~= 0. It follows that p, lifts to a homomorphism 
Hdg ‘(G, Kd)-Hom(Hi(G, Z), Hi(G, Z)). 
Choose a Z-isomorphism vK: K: -+ L: which induces an isomorphism 
GK: H%(G,Z)+Hi(G, Z) (possible because these are finitely generated abelian 
groups). Apply the functor Hom(Hi(G, Z), -) to @.K and compose the following 
two maps: 
Hd;t ‘(G, Kd)+Hom(HdJ(G, Z), Hi(G, Z) HOm(H”G.zhiK)~ End(Hi(G, Z)) 
to give the following homomorphism of abelian groups: 
f: Hdg ‘(G, Kd)+EndZ(Hi(G,Z)). 
At the moment, f depends on the choice of (yK. 
Definition. Yoneda interprets Hd+* .9 (G,Kd) = Ext’&‘(Z,K,$ as ClaSSifying (d+ l)- 
fold module extensions of Z by Kd (see [5]). Say that x E Hy ‘(G,Kd) is afree class if 
there is a (d+ I)-fold extension 
O-+Kd-+& +...-+&-+Z+O 
whose class is x and in which the modules Ei are all free. 
Lemma 6.3. Ifx E Hdg ‘(G, K d is a free class, then (x)f is invertible. ) 
Proof. Suppose x is the class of the free (d+ I)-fold extension 8, and let U: d-r 8, 
v: 6 4.9 be chain maps extending the identity on Z and w: UV= 1 + a chain 
homotopy. Taking fixed points still gives a chain homotopy wG : uGvG= (1 y)c and 
so uGvG restricted to the module of d-cycles induces the identity map on Hi(G, Z). 
Now ~~~~=(~~t,u~)(~~‘v~), and since (x)f is the endomorphism of H&(G,Z) 
induced by uG(uK, the inverse of (X)fexists and is induced by V/K ‘v’. 
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Definition. Let A = Aut,(Hz(G, 2)) and 
52,,= {a E A : a extends to an automorphism of f.,“}, 
a subgroup of A. 
Corollary 6.4. If x E HP;+ ‘(G, Kd) is a free class, then the coset (x)f - Go in A is 
determined by x independently of the choice of WK. 
Proof. If x is represented by u : Ld+Kd, then (x)f is the map induced on H$(G, 2) 
by UGWK. If we had used IJ& instead of vK, then uGWK and uGvj( differ by WK ‘I&, 
so the two values of (x)f differ by the automorphism induced by V/K *w’K, which is an 
element of GO. 
Definition. We denote (x)f - sZo by (x)7, so f is a function 
3: {free classes in H~‘(G,Kd)}+A/SZo. 
In the next lemma we consider two dth kernels K and K’ for each of which we 
have defined maps f andf. To distinguish the map f defined for K from that defined 
for K’, we add the suffices K, K’ as appropriate, and similarly for J 
Lemma 6.5. Suppose 0 : K-K’ is a ZG-module isomorphism where K and K’ are 
dth kernels in the free resolutions 3 and 9’. Let the classes of the free (d+ l)-fold 
extensions which form the beginning of F and .F be XE Hd;“(G,K)‘and X’E 
Hdz ‘(G, K’) respectively. Hdg ‘(G, K’) is cyclic of order ICI and is generated by x’, so 
(x)9* = qx' for some q E Z. If we let m, E Endz(Hi(G, Z)) denote ‘multiplication by 
q’, then m4 is an automorphism and (x)fK= rng. k’)fK. 
Proof. In constructing fK and fK, choose vK freely but make the following special 
choice for vK’: vK’= (8-‘)G~K: K’G-, Ly. Then the following diagram commutes: 
Hdr”GK) 
I *. Y / EndAH~(G, Z))
Hd; ‘(G, K’) ‘K’ 
so (X)fK=CYe*)fK’=(qX’)f~=m4’ (K’)fK since f is a homomorphism of abelian 
groups. Since both (x)fK and k’)fK are automorphisms, it follows that mg is an 
automorphism, and also k)yK= rn4- (x’)fK’. 
Definition. Let SO be the subgroup of scalar automorphisms of Hi(G, Z). 
Corollary 6.6. If K is the dth kernel in a free resolution for G and x E Hdg ‘(G, K) is 
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any free class, then the coset (x)f. sZOSO = (x)fS,, of Q0So in A depends only on the 
isomorphism type of K. 
Proof. This is immediate from Lemma 6.5. 
Definition. Let I be the set of isomorphism classes of modules K which can appear 
as the dth kernel in a free resolution for G and for which rankz(KG) takes a fixed 
value. Corollary 6.6 enables us to define a function 
/I : I+ A/Q& 
as follows: if K is a module whose isomorphism class (K) belongs to I and 
x E H”,’ ‘(G, K) is a free class, then (K)P = (;c)f. GoSo. 
7. Finite abelian groups: the general case 
The main result of this section is a formula for the number of minimal relation 
modules for a finite abelian group. We will also answer the following two questions: 
(1) Given two epimorphisms 8; : F+G, i= 1, 2, when do they induce isomorphic 
relation modules? 
(2) Suppose we are given a free extension of G by R with class x E H*(G, R) which 
comes from a known presentation of G. If q is an integer such that qx is also the 
class of a free extension, how can we construct a presentation which gives rise to this 
new free extension? 
Our answers to these questions will be complete when G is a finite abelian group, 
but we are also able to give information when G is non-abelian. 
We start by applying the work of Section 6, so let G be any finite group and let us 
fix on a particular relation module & coming from the presentation 
l-+R@-+F A G-1. 
We take the corresponding Gruenberg resolution to be our fixed resolution 9 and 
we use this to compute the homology groups Hz(G, 2). This resolution starts off as 
follows: 
where tg is the augmentation ideal for RO, so that & is a first kernel for G, and 
f/fre=ZGd(fl as ZG-modules. In general we wish to denote the kernel of any 
epimorphism @ : F-G by R,. If R, is the corresponding relation module, we have 
rank#g) =rank#:) by Lemma 6.2, so that (&J/3 is defined and belongs to 
Aut(Hf(G, Z))/sZ,&. In addition we have defined a homomorphism 
f: H$(G,R,)+End@:(G, Z)) 
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and also a map 
f: {free classes in H2?(G,R,)} -Aut(HI’(G,Z))/Q,. 
Multiplication by the norm element N gives an isomorphism v : (ZG~~),*R~ 
which induces an isomorphism v* : g/g2-+Ht’(G, Z) (Lemmas 6.1 and 6.2). Putting 
this together with the natural isomorphism G/G’+g/g2, we define an isomorphism 
p : Aut(G/G’)+Aut(H:(G, Z)) by requiring that for each @E Aut(G/G’) the 
following diagram commutes: 
G/G’-+a/g2+H:(G, Z) 
G/G’-g/g2-+H,‘(G, Z). 
To state Lemma 7.1 we need the following definition. For any epimorphism 
w : F+G we can find an automorphism of F and an automorphism @ of G/G’ such 
that the following diagram commutes 
F__Y- GL G/G’ 
e 
F- GA G/G’ 
where n is projection, since G/G’ is a finite abelian group. We use this to define for 
each epimorphism w : FdG an element @E Aut(G/G’). 
In Lemma 7.1 we suppose that we are given two extensions (RsI F), (R, 1 F) of the 
finite group G by the single relation module R = &= Br. Suppose they arise from 
presentations 
1+R-*FA G-1, 
I+R*F w G-1. 
Let x,x’ E H2(G, R) be the cohomology classes of (RO 1 F), (R, 1 F) respectively and let 
4 E Z satisfy x’= qx. 
Lemma 7.1. q- k)J= (x’)J= (@)p - <x)J. 
Proof. It may make the statement of the lemma clearer to note that since we are 
taking the Gruenberg resolution determined by 0 as our fixed resolution we have 
(x)7= Q,. Also, the left hand equality holds since] arises from f which is a homo- 
morphism of abelian groups. 
To compute the effect off for the right hand equality, we will take the Gruenberg 
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resolution determined by I,U and lift back the identity map on 2 in the following 
manner: 
3: O+&-‘f/fr~‘ZG-+Z~O 
D I I II 
;r. O-*R,-f/h,-ZG*Z-+O. 
Let TV lift the identity map as shown. Recall that Q’)J is represented by the 
isomorphism H,‘(G,Z)+H,‘(G,Z) induced by the restriction of r~ to fixed points, 
aG, composed with any isomorphism H,‘(G,Z)+H,‘(G,Z) which lifts to an iso- 
morphism R~-R~. 
Firstly, we claim that the following diagram commutes: 
(7) 
This is so, since by Lemma 6.1 we have a commutative diagram 
WfrdG 
Y (f/fGJG 
w3 
I i 
OG 
(f/fq/)G y (f/frwYT 
and oG induces the identity map on g/g2 (= H,(G, Z) computed from the complex of 
fixed quotients of either resolution). 
Secondly, let a be the automorphism of Fin the diagram which defines 9: 
Fa G+G/G’ 
a I ! 6. 
FB- G-G/G'. 
The aim of this paragraph is to show that a gives an isomorphism a* : Hf(G, Z)+ 
Hf(G,Z) which extends to an isomorphism R$+Rf, and such that the following 
diagram commutes: 
(8) 
Gf/G-g/g2 2 If:&, Z). 
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Let a’ be the automorphism of F/F’ induced by a, and in general if @ : F-G is any 
epimorphism let 4’: F/F‘-G/G denote the corresponding induced epimorphism. 
In the following three-dimensional diagram, all the horizontal arrows along the 
front face and along the rear face are isomorphisms. 
G/C’ - 
- (i/f& y 
In interpreting this diagram, note the identities f/f2 = (f/fr,)o = (f/fr,& and 
(f/frw)Gzfl$ (f/fre)G=I?f. The arrows from the front face of the right hand cube 
to its rear face come from the Gruenberg resolutions determined by w and by 8. 
There is a unique choice for the dotted arrow a* which makes the diagram 
commute, and this arrow does indeed extend to an isomorphism R$+I?f. 
We may use a* to calculatef. Putting (7) and (8) together gives a commutative 
diagram 
G/G-g/g22 NG, Z) 
‘1 ] I’oGl* 
G/G'+g/g2 2 N-G Z) 
$1 I Ia* 
G/G'-, g/g2 -JL H:G, Z) 
and (x’)f= (crG)*a*- sZe= (9)~ - Q-,= (4)~ - &)f This completes the proof of the 
lemma. 
Theorem 1.2. Let G be a finite group, I? a relation module for G and suppose 
X,X’e U2(G, R) are the classes of free extensions of G arising from presentations 
XX I-+RdF 2 G-1, 
XI: 1-R-F a G-1. 
Since H2(G. l?) P Clol we may write X’= qX, where the integer q is necessarily prime 
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to (GI. Then there is an automorphism of F making the following diagram 
commute: 
F--=+ G/G’ 
Fa G/G’. 
Here IT : G-G/G’ is projection and m4 denotes the automorphism ‘multiplication 
by 4’. 
Proof. Since x is a free class, it follows from Lemma 6.3 that (x)f is a unit in 
End(H:(G,Z)), so we may cancel in the equation in Lemma 7.1 to deduce that 
(Qi)p=mm,-o for some o~J?e, where here mqE Aut(H{(G, Z)). Thus 
p=rn,. (0)~~1 and now (0)~ -I is an automorphism of G/G’ that lifts through 9n 
to an automorphism of F. This last assertion is not hard to see, but we prove it 
separately in Lemma 7.3. The definition of Q gives the upper square in the following 
commutative diagram: 
F- G/G’ 
FA G/G’ 
The result follows since the composite of the right hand vertical arrows is m4. 
Lemma 7.3. If u is an element of Aut(H {(G, Z)), then o E QO if and only if (o)p - ’ 
can be lifted through f3n to an automorphism of F. 
Proof. The mapping v gives the following 
horizontal arrows are isomorphisms: 
G/G’+ g/g* A H;(G,Z) 
+ + + 
commutative diagram in which the 
F/F’+(f/f;,)o A (f/frdG- 
The definition of p came about by identifying G/G’ with H,‘(G,Z) via the iso- 
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morphism shown, and it is apparent that w lifts to an 
and only if (0)~ -’ lifts to an automorphism of F/F’. 
(o)p-I lifts to an automorphism of F. 
automorphism of (f/fre)G if 
This happens if and only if 
Theorem 7.2 completely answers the second question posed at the beginning of 
this section in the case of a finite abelian group G. The theorem says that if you are 
given free extensions of G with classes x and QXEH~(G,R) and you know a 
presentation of G which gives one of the extensions, then you obtain a presentation 
giving the other extension by applying the automorphism mg to G. We know from 
Corollary 4.3 that the congruence classes (mod ICI) of integers q which can arise in 
this way constitute the kernel K of the homomorphism ZG, -Cl(ZG). Theorem 7.2 
implies that if w : F+G is any epimorphism and q is any element of K, then Bw and 
R Vm, are isomorphic relation modules. This fact partly answers the first question 
posed at the beginning of this section, and we now give the complete answer. 
Corollary 7.4. Let G be a finite abelian group and let 
l-RO+FL G-1, 
l-+R,*F a G+l 
be two presentations of G by the same free group F. Then R+ Rw if and only if the 
presentation determined by 0 is Nielsen equivalent to that determined by vrn, for 
some q E K, where K is the kernel of the homomorphism Z;C, + Cl(ZG). 
Proof. If 8 is Nielsen equivalent o ym_,. then certainly Re~i?wm,. We observed in 
the remarks before this corollary that Rwm zRV, so we have &a R,. 
Conversely, suppose R,+z:R,. IdentifyiAg RO with R, via this isomorphism we 
have two free extensions of G by Be, namely 
I-R,--- F 2 G-1, 
The classes in H2(G,RO) of these extensions differ by a multiple 9, say, for some 
q E K, and by Theorem 7.2 there is a commutative diagram 
FAG 
FA G. 
Thus B and Wm, give Nielsen equivalent presentations. 
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We can now state the number of minimal relation modules of a finite abelian 
group. To do this, we fix our epimorphism 8 : F-G and define 
Sz = {a E AU(G) : a lifts through 0 to an automorphism of F}. 
S={aE:Aut(G): a=m, for some qeK}. 
Theorem 7.5. Let G be a finite abelian group and Re a relation module for G. The 
number of isomorphism classes of relation modules of G of the same Z-rank as I?0 is 
IAut(G)/SXI. 
Proof. Because G is a finite abelian group, any presentation of G by a free group of 
rank d(F) is Nielsen equivalent to the presentation determined by Ba for some 
(r E Aut(G). Thus any relation module of the same rank as RB is isomorphic to one of 
the form RBa. By Corollary 7.4, R,~&fl if and only if 8a and @m, determine 
Nielsen equivalent presentations of G, for some mqE S. That happens if and only if 
there is a commutative diagram 
which is equivalent to saying pm,a-I =pa-‘m,E R. Thus f?,,zf?, if and only if 
a-‘/?ESZS. Letting Aut(G) permute {RBa: aE Aut(G)} by means of the action 
(R&Y = &,, 9 we have shown that the isomorphism classes of relation modules 
biject with the orbits of OS. This completes the proof of the Theorem. 
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